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In many countries there is already a gap between regulatory 
acceptance and patient access. The gap between HTAs/Payors 
and Regulators expectations is exacerbated for Tumor 
Agnostic indications
Oncology median time to availability (2015–2018)

European Union median: 569 days (excludes data from Cyprus, Malta, and Luxembourg for countries not included within the study) .*In most countries patient access equates to granting of access to the reimbursement list, except for hospital 
products in DK, FI, NO, SE some products are not covered by the general reimbursement scheme and so this shorter delay is artificially declining the median and average; *Countries with asterisks did not complete a full dataset and therefore 
availability may be unrepresentative; **In France, some innovative products without competitors can be made available prior to market authorisation under the system of Temporary Authorisations. As these are not taken into account in the analysis, 
the average for France would be lower in reality. ***In the UK, MHRA’s Early Access to Medicines Scheme provides access prior to marketing authorisation but is not included within this analysis, and would reduce the overall days for a small subset 
of medicines



Three key areas of challenge to making Tumor Agnostic 
treatment a reality

Testing challenges

Health Technology Methods and Principles

Evidence generation and acceptance



• Diagnostic Pathway

• Cost per identified patient

• Logistics and infrastructure

Testing Challenges



• Evidence expectations vs research reality
– Equipoise
– Rarity

• Marginal decision making
– Is the value the same for all tumors?

Health Technology Methods and Principles

GBA: Entrectinib for NTRK fusion +ve tumors



Evidence generation and acceptance

No single appropriate comparator
• ‘…who have no satisfactory treatment options’

RWE availability
• Biomarker data when no treatment exists?
• Organized by tumor

RWE acceptability
• Some HTAs won’t accept
• Some set bar impossibly high



What do we need

Investment in testing 

Pragmatism with regard to evidence

Flexible access models
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